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Preface 
Seven years ago, John Tangney, AFOSR, held a meeting in McLean VA to 
explore interdisciplinary approaches to understanding cultural differences in 
adversarial decision-making. The disciplines represented included 
Anthropology, Cognitive Science, Computer Science, Psychology, and 
Economics/Game Theory. This meeting was the birth of a novel thrust into a 
difficult and frustrating problem. Its solution required bridges between  
Mathematical approaches to the Behavioral Sciences as well as experimental 
studies over a wide spectrum of the Social Sciences. The MIT MURI was 
one of the efforts charged with exploring this intersection. The (final) group 
of MURI participants included ten universities and twelve disciplines (see 
below). The first challenge was for members of the MURI to understand 
better the approaches and mind set of the others, and to explore collaborative 
projects. This step took two years, and led to insights that any individual 
researcher working alone would have missed or ignored. At the end of five 
years, a total of over 120 publications document our efforts (see Section V.)  
This report provides brief summaries of the more important findings: (1) 
those relevant to DoD interests, and (2) advances in bringing more formal 
computational models into the soft underbelly of the Social Sciences.  
Although this second product of the MURI will take longer to assimilate in 
the scientific community, several of our experimental and field studies have 
had immediate impact, as witnessed by briefings to many Government 
agencies, Intelligence committees, and even the House of Lords in Britain. 
 
Thanks go to Dr. Terence Lyons, AFOSR, for his generous support, and also 
for his ability, with Stephanie Bruce, to smooth over some bumps in the 
funding. The scope of the Lyons program also helped generate new ideas, as 
well as providing a competitive but friendly atmosphere for encouraging 
new initiatives beyond the original proposal. We are also indebted to Robert 
Axelrod for guidance on directions of our research. Also, special thanks to 
the many graduate students who participated in this program and helped knit 
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the collaborators together. At MIT, Alissa Cardone was superb in her 
administrative help with various aspects of the MURI, especially with the 
“Belief Dynamics” website, as well as the organization of several of our 
annual meetings. At participating universities, Andrea Fatica, (John Jay) and 
Jennie Woodring (Northwestern) also made life easier for us all. For readers 
interested in more details about the MURI research, the four annual reports 
give bullets and references of our findings each year, and can be found at 
http://groups.csail.mit.edu/belief-dynamics. 
 
   Whitman Richards    25 Oct 2010 
   MIT Computer Science & Artificial Intelligence Lab 
                               Cambridge, MA  02139 
         
 
Program Objective:  
 
The primary objective of this MURI was (1) to explore how beliefs support 
and lead to certain actions in one culture but not another, and (2) to develop 
computational models that further our understanding of the relation between 
beliefs, decisions, and actions. One key requirement for such models is to 
distinguish the different roles played by instrumental or secular values 
versus sacred values, which differ widely across cultures. The goal of these 
models was to provide formal explanations for how the beliefs of individuals 
affect group and individual actions, and how groups evolve. Such models are 
an important step toward understanding and predicting the dynamics and 
actions of groups. They are fundamental to an understanding of how actions 
of a group may be altered by belief revision, by either internal or external 
pressures (including force). They are also needed for strategic reasoning in 
negotiations, where beliefs in different cultures may lead to what appears to 
be irrational proposals, yet are seen as rational in that culture. 
 
Worthwhile models required relevant data. In many cases, especially 
regarding the roles of sacred values and network structures, data were very 
sparse or not available. Significant efforts were conducted to fill this need, 
although again, yet more work needs to be done. Consequently some of our 
models are still quite preliminary, but do help pave the way for future 
studies. 
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Overview: This report is divided into four parts: I. Experimental 
Observations; II. Model Frameworks (including some simulations) III. 
Formal Models,  IV. Transitions and V. Publications.  
 
Understanding the origin and nature of shared and revised beliefs among 
group members in a culture is critical. Unfortunately, as mentioned, data are 
scarce, and hence an important component of our effort was the reliable 
documentation of the formation of groups such as those engaged in the acts 
at Madrid, London, Bali, etc. The research led by Scott Atran under our 
MURI currently provides one of the most detailed and reliable set of data 
available. This work augmented earlier studies of non-violent groups subject 
to cultural forces conducted by Atran & Medin (e.g. the Wisconsin 
Menomenee, the Guatemalan Ladinos, and Amish and Muslim 
communities.) Such studies of non-violent communities allowed closer 
examination of moral issues and sacred vs. secular values – the latter being 
critical in both belief revision and negotiations across cultures (See also 
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work by Bednar & Page on cultural signatures, and Tenenbaum regarding 
the relation among beliefs and community structure.) Because the origins of 
many beliefs rest in the traditions of a culture, Forbus, and Finlayson & 
Winston have formalized how beliefs, actions and values are expressed in 
stories within a culture. These formal frameworks for representing stories 
support rapid, automatic analysis of the semantic interpretation of text, such 
as excerpts from news sources. Implications for future trends can be 
explored through analogies with traditional stories from the relevant culture. 
In a related effort, Axelrod, Atran and Davis have laid out a theory for case-
based influence. Finally, individuals or groups striving for social change 
need to have strategies for actions. Pfeffer & Gal have developed new 
frameworks for understanding strategic reasoning, subject to different 
beliefs, which dictate in part which moves are considered rational. These 
complement the more traditional “game-theoretic” approaches, and appear 
more plausible in many real world, multi-agent scenarios. 
 
Beliefs underlie actions. These beliefs may be moral or cultural norms, 
perhaps the inferred threat of force or new incentives or rewards, or simply a 
sense of what one’s peers expect of you. Closely associated with actions are 
assessments or evaluations of the risk and consequences of failure. Belief 
revision thus entails a complex interaction of cultural norms, risk, 
preference, reasoning, habits and peer relations. Doyle has provided a formal 
framework for belief change; Mikhail outlines models (based on legal codes) 
for moral behaviors in a culture. In addition to the several formal theories, 
the experimental side of the MURI has discovered new facts that bear on the 
nature of beliefs, reasoning, and actions when cultural differences come into 
play. We begin by highlighting some of these observations, and how they 
have revised our views and models. 
 
 
I  Experimental Observations  
 
A. Cultural Clashes & Sacred Values  
  
•  The most important rule of thumb is that conflicts over sacred values 
(such as holy land) typically can not be resolved simply by monetary 
incentives. Indeed, offering monetary rewards to others who regard land (or 
a site) as sacred may backfire (Ginges et al 2007; Ginges & Atran, 2009; 
2009; Bennis et al, 2010).  
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The above result has been documented in conflict situations in the Middle 
East,  Southeast Asia, India, North Africa, Europe as well as here in North 
America (Native Indians and “urbanites”). Sacred values differ from 
material or instrumental values in that they incorporate moral beliefs that 
drive actions in ways dissociated from prospects for success. Across the 
world, people believe that devotion to essential or core values – such as the 
welfare of their family and country or their commitment to religion, honor, 
and justice – are, or ought to be, absolute and inviolable. A corollary of these 
studies is that cost-benefit analyses may be of little value in the resolution of 
conflicts involving sacred values, and offering material benefits actually 
makes agreements more difficult because people see the offering as an 
insult.  
 
• Making symbolic concessions of no apparent material benefit often might 
open the way to resolving seemingly irresolvable conflicts.  
 
On a more positive note, although much previous work on sacred values 
suggests they are absolute and intractable, more recent studies now show  

 
      Fig 1: If sacred issues are at stake, cost-benefit arguments for conflict resolution 
               become irrelevant.  
 
that some sacred values may be subject to contextual effects, or especially 
to a reframing of one’s position to demonstrate respect for the other party’s 
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values (Davis et al 2010). Especially relevant is the Iranian nuclear program 
(Dehghani et al, 2009). Unlike sacred land, the relevant sacred value is 
national sovereignty, with the perceived right to engage in a research 
program strengthened by external pressures. Here we have a sacred value 
put in place over a short time frame, as contrasted to land dispute that may 
go back hundreds of years. Given the nature of these short-term sacred 
value developments, there is a greater opportunity for flexibility. 

 
• Although moral principles often play a central role in activating sacred 
values, their relevance need not make a value sacred. Thus we need to 
separate moral concerns from sacred perceptions. For example (see Bennis 
et al 2010.) 
 
 
B. Moral principles 
 
Acts within one culture, such as stoning, public hangings, or cannibalism 
may be seen as barbaric or extreme (e.g. suicide bombers) by members of 
one culture, but appropriate within another.  These differences, including 
religious norms, affect negotiations when the cultures clash. Surprisingly, 
there has been no extensive study of which moral principals are “universal” 
and which vary considerably between cultures. A step in filling these 
lacunae has been taken by Mikhail (2010), with a study of acceptable 
homicides of 204 nations, as defined by the legal codes for a nation. The 
underlying hypothesis is that legal systems codify the acceptable <moral> 
behaviors for that nation-state. Note that legal systems evolve over the 
centuries, so in parallel we can infer developments in moral behaviors, 
which in turn may partially affect what is considered “sacred”. (See 
comment above in previous section on absolute vs flexible sacred values.) 
 
• The main finding is clear: throughout the world, intentional killing without 
justification or excuse is prohibited, and that self defense and insanity and to 
a lesser extent provocation is sometimes a valid justification. The opener 
here for change in behavior is “justification”, which becomes the key factor 
sanctifying for terrorist acts.  
 
In parallel, Mikhail has completed a study of 26 moral probes that underlie 
behaviors. This study also sets the stage for future behavioral research. 
Especially important is a potential tool for designing alternative routes to 
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sacred value negotiations is now available, using framing approaches to 
change perceived context and intent. In a later section (III-B), a formal 
model for evaluating moral dilemmas is proposed, one that can help guide 
framing attempts. 
 
C. Terrorist Motivations 
 
What motivates a terrorist? Without some insight into this question, 
productive steps can not be taken to combat violent acts. Large scale studies 
based on interviews. Here are two samples obtained by S. Atran: 
 
• “Our people don’t own airplanes and tanks, only human bombs. Those 
who carry out martyrdom operations are not retarded, not hopeless, not poor, 
but are the best of our people. They do not flee from life. They are educated, 
not illiterate, successful in their lives” (Sheikh Hamed al-Betawi, 2004). 
  “ There is no nobler life than to die as a martyr for Jihad. None. The 
highest deed in Islam is Jihad. If we commit to Jihad, we can neglect other 
deeds, even fasting and prayer.” (Abu Bakr Ba”asyir, 2005)  
 
The key is to understand that in many cases, moral beliefs alone can drive 
some actions (e.g. terrorist or suicide bombing), which implies that certain 
acts are dissociated from prospects for success. These are difficult to 
countermand (see qualifier in section I-A.) For example, devotion to certain  

 
             Fig. 2  Physical proximity of members of a Moroccan Cell. 
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core values – family, country, religion – are typically absolute and inviolate. 
Note that aspects of the above attributes drive US actions in Afghanistan, 
which may clash with analogous, but different aspects of a Middle 
Easterner’s culture. 
 
D. Anatomy of Terrorist Networks 
 
A considerable effort has been spent to create the “John Jay Artis 
Transnational Terrorist “ database (JJATT) on the evolution  and structure of 
terrorist networks (Atran et al 2008). Key issues are the motivation for 
joining a network and conditions that favor an individual finding and joining 
cells aimed at terrorist activities.  Unlike non-violent groups, the need for 
trust among members is critical. The Madrid and Moroccan units provide  
classic examples: physical proximity and friendship as starters to ensure 
trust, the desire to do something “significant”, and the feeling that one’s 
community’s interest are being ignored or subject to injustices. High school 
friends, team-mates, neighbors in an apartment complex (see Fig 2) and kin 
are examples that lead to the strongest bonds. (Note consanguineous 
marriage is much higher in Muslim nations, hence there trust is easier to 
ensure over the potential cell members.)  Exceptions to the above are when a 
cell matures and need other resources (i.e. explosives or money.) Then 
outreach increases risk, and the augmented cell typically becomes more 
fragile, with greater potential for fracture. 

  
        Fig. 3 A snapshot of part of a network showing the importance of family ties. 
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The same factors are also seen in the formation of non-violent networks (and 
also street gangs in the US), perhaps with different weights on risk or 
outreach.  For example, over 50% of Facebook friends are typically within 
50 mile radius. Exceptions are initiatives created via email, perhaps such as 
Tea Party, or educational initiatives aimed at a home country. (ASHA is a 
typical example where most US members have gone to the Indian Institute 
of Technology, and meet on a campus here.) This common background 
allows members to share similar goals and feel comfortable with each other. 
This is entirely analogous to membership in violent networks, where a key 
breeding ground is belonging to the same neighborhood or apartment 
complex. 
 
• Perhaps a surprise is that the structure and evolution of a small terrorist 
network appear similar to the evolution of small non-violent social networks 
(Richards & Wormald, 2009.) (Note: the more global violent networks 
however, may differ from non-violent.) 
 
This result is encouraging for those who study information exchange and 
belief revision in social networks. Furthermore, here is an opportunity to add 
priors to predict the complete structure of incomplete networks – i.e. to 
highlight possible missing links or nodes. Suggested priors are the relations 
among three measurement parameters to be describe below: Leadership, 
Bonding or clustering of individuals, and Diversity of members.  The 
relation between these parameters is not arbitrary, as will be seen in section 
II-H. Such priors can be enforced at several network scales – but most 
effective will be on relations between neighbors and neighbors of neighbors 
for each vertex, where bonding indices should exceed the diversity index.  
 
E. Multi-Agent studies: Colored Trails 
 
The most popular platform for studying strategies used by agents or groups 
of agents in a negotiation game is probably colored trails. It was designed 
for use over networks, hence players can be at remote locations. Since its 
introduction in 2004 (Grosz et al) it is currently being used by over a dozen 
universities throughout the world. Members of the MURI have been key 
players in this development. 
 
The game is quite simple, but designed to explore a range of strategies. 
Computer agents can assess and control the game play of human agents. 
Questions include: how do agents coordinate behaviors? How are groups 
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formed? What are the strategies in play? How best to change an agent’s 
strategy? 

 
   Fig 4  The Colored Trails interface. Chips are at lower left; game board above chips 
 
 
The rules of the game are easy to grasp: there is a rectangular board of 
colored squares (see Fig 4). Each player is given a starting position and a 
goal position, and a set of colored chips.  Players advance to their goal by 
moving to adjacent squares. But such moves are allowed only if the player 
has a chip of the same color as the square. If not, the player must negotiate a 
chip exchange with another player. The scoring for the game depends on the 
particular game played. In one simple version, how close a player is to the 
goal could be used, perhaps modified by the final number of chips held. The 
scoring function is varied to reflect different social policies and utility trade-
offs. 
 
Some of the recent findings are: (see references to Gal, Pfeffer, Ficici) 
 
• Computer agents (and humans) that learn the social factors that influence 
human negotiation strategies can out-perform traditional game theoretic 
equilibrium strategies. 
 
•Specifically, pay-off only representations for play lead to significantly less 
cooperation and benefit than is seen when negotiations based on social 
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factors take place, which seems to encourage helpful rather than selfish 
behaviors. 
 
• A Nash equilibrium strategy leads to an equal or less social benefit than 
(WD) strategies that evaluate information (or actions) used to influence the 
behavior of opponents. (See section III-E for explanation of WD strategies.) 
 
•The game, together with a computer agent, can assess and influence 
preferences, and thus can learn a human player’s preferences (and decision 
strategies) given that the player is consistent. 
 
• Computer agents that adapt their level of cooperation to the varying degree 
and helpful behavior exhibited by others will outperform computer agents 
that do not. 
 
 
Note that several bullets are very relevant to negotiations involving sacred 
values. If offers during negotiations are simply competitive, then evaluating 
the degrees of cooperative behavior is absent and hence preferences will not 
be revealed during the game. Hence we have a corollary (which has been 
documented by experiment): 
 
•Strategies that help reveal preferences during negotiations are more likely 
to lead to higher benefits for all parties. 
 
II Model Frameworks 
 
A.  Narratives 
 
       Understanding cultural differences lies at the heart of how beliefs differ 
from one nation to another. Stories are an important window to this 
understanding. (Another approach, described later, is based on interviews 
that are then analyzed to determine similarities and differences among 
beliefs.) Stories prime youngsters on heroes and villains, on behaviors that 
are considered good or evil. A relevant example today is the different 
versions of the history of Israel given to kindergartners in Israel schools 
versus Palestinians in Gaza or West Bank. Each rendition frames the “facts” 
in a manner favorable to the modern interests and concerns. In a completely 
different domain, legal arguments can be seen as different stories that 
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support the defense on the one hand, or the prosecution on the other. (See 
report of Narrative Workshop: Richards, Finlayson & Winston, 2009.) These 
results are very relevant to how moral judgments are framed and played out 
in a culture.  
 
Finlayson and Winston have initiated an effort to represent stories that allow 
a machine program to extract similarities (e.g. analogies) and differences 
among stories across cultures, or from news reports from completely 
different, sometimes conflicting sources (e.g. NY Times vs. Al-Jazeera.)  
This framework is based on the Story Workbench, which has now analyzed 
over two dozen folk tales from three cultures (Western, Russian and 
Chinese.)  
 
• Higher level similarities among stories have been extracted using the 
Analogical Story Merging algorithm. 
 
• These algorithms set the stage for automatic semantic analysis of different 
version of newscasts or media events, highlighting the differences in how 
the events are framed. 
 
This same effort has also led to the formation of a world-wide group charged 
with creating a story database that will allow researchers to test the 
capabilities of their machine-based programs aimed at story understanding. 
(This is similar to the PennTree data bank used to evaluate natural language 
processing.) The first report of these efforts appears in Finlayson et al, 2010; 
a second report will appear in 2011 following a November 2010 meeting in 
Washington DC sponsored by the IEEE Artificial Intelligence Section. 
 
B.  Moral Decision-Making  
 
Closely related to the above is decision-making. When encountering a new 
situation that presents a choice dilemma, analogies to past situations play an 
important role. 
 
• Experiments on understanding the relation between cultural narratives and 
decisions invoking moral values support the hypothesis that cultural factors 
and analogies come into play (Dehghani et al 2009.) 
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This conclusion is based on stories that resonate with Iranian culture, but not 
the American culture. The examples involve sacrifice and are taken from 
Iranian folk tales.  (Note these stories resemble the “Trolley problem” 
analyzed later in section III-F.) An example is: 
 
“Pourya Vali was the most famous wrestler of his time. The morning before wrestling 
with a young athlete from another province, he goes to a mosque and sees the mother of 
the young athlete praying and saying “ God, my son is going to wrestle with Pourya Vali. 
Please watch over him and help him win the match so he can use the prize money to buy 
a house”.  Pourya Vali thinks to himself that the young wrestler needs the money more 
than he does, and also winning the match will break the heart of the old mother. He has 
two choices: He can either win the match and keep his status as the best wrestler in the 
world or, he could lose the match and make the old mother happy. 
Even though he was known not to ever lose a match, he loses that one on purpose. “ 
 
After reading the base story that presents the culturally accepted decision for 
resolving the dilemma, an analogical version of the story is given to 
participants (a group of 364 Iranians and another group of 48 Americans.) 
who were asked for their choice. Eighty-five percent of the Iranians chose 
the solution presented in the base story, whereas only forty-five percent of 
the Americans made that choice (i.e. a chance result for the two options.) 
See Dehghani et al 2010 for more details and other experiments. 
 
• The key point is that decisions involving (sacrificial) moral choices are 
tied to a culture, unlike strictly utilitarian or economic decisions. 
 
To model these results, and others, Forbus’s group at Northwestern have 
developed a new framework and algorithms based on a combination of 
qualitative modeling and analogical processing. The languages used in  
qualitative modeling provide significant advantages over traditional 
numerical models because they directly express the causal theories 
commonly used in cognitive decision-making. (See section II-G for similar 
arguments.) Qualitative models also avoid the over-commitments that 
numerical models can entail, both in terms of amounts and precision of 
numerical data required to make predictions. Examples include: 
 
• A model that represents ideas for blame assignment that can include the 
attribution of blame to multiple agents. [Tomai & Forbus, 2007, 2008].   
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• Demonstration that analogical generalization could be used to construct 
cultural models out of qualitative representations of interview data, which, 
for example, could be used to recognize group membership (Dehghani et al 
2007). See also an analysis of food web resources for Menominee and 
competing majority American groups in Wisconsin (Dehghani et al 2007). 
 
• A qualitative order of magnitude representation that incorporates 
sacred/protected values into a computational model of moral decision-
making, including capturing factors that vary quantity sensitivity (Dehghani 
et al 2008).   
 
An important distinction between sacred and secular (utilitarian) values is 
that the former are focused on acts (behaviors) not outcomes. In some 
contexts (or cultures) a higher weight should be given to the analogical 
solution over utilitarian choices, especially if the decision involves a sacred 
value. Some of these findings have been incorporated into MoralDM, a 
computational model suitable for analyzing moral decisions. 

• MoralDM offers both analogies and rule-based principles to determine 
culturally sensitive decisions in situations involving both utilitarian (secular) 
and sacred values  (Dehghani et al 2009). This model has been validated 
against 12 scenarios using the Ritov & Baron (1999) examples. The 
analogical component played an important role. 
 
Most recently,  Northwestern has augmented their advanced Explanation 
Agent Natural Language Understanding system (EA NLU) to handle 
counterfactuals, logical and numerical quantification, and quotation (Tomai 
& Forbus, 2009). This system has application to the semi-automatic 
generation of formal representations for stories, such as those in the 
MoralDM case library (See also section II-A.) 
 
 
C.  Cultural Signatures  
   
Ethnographic research suggests that human cultures possess signatures – 
traits that might be described as coherent across a domain of action and 
beliefs. Such signatures allow actors within cultures to anticipate responses 
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across a wide range of contexts. (See section III-D on Tacit Beliefs.) Work 
in this area has been advanced by Bednar and Page, with the introduction 
and analysis of two interacting traits: 
 
A culture with most individuals exhibiting the same set of traits is deemed 
coherent. 
 
A culture with traits that are related to one another are said to be consistent. 
 
 
Note that one might expect traits to vary considerably and bear no relation to 
one another. However, typically this is not the case. For example, if a player 
cheats are cards, there is no surprise if he also cheats on taxes, or more 
clearly if he runs red lights. For these cases the behaviors are consistent. 
 
• A consistency-conformity model for cultural formation is proposed: Social 
pressures to conform are balanced against the need for traits (or beliefs) to 
be consistent with other traits. 
 
The model represents each agent by a vector of M attributes having one of A 
values. The attributes represent behaviors, dispositions, customs, etc. If two 
attributes take the same value A, then the agent is consistent over these 
attributes. Overtime, these attributes and values may change, subject to 
external pressures. The relevant pressure is in a social context where the 
mean attribute values for a group differ from that of an individual. For the 
individual to conform, he must revise the attribute values, which may break 
consistency. The authors explore time to reach equilibrium under various 
scenarios. 
 
If pressures to conform or to be consistent are varied, different levels of 
diversity results. For example, in a society where the relative tendency to 
conform is high relative to the consistency tendency, people may be less 
consistent but more similar.  
 
This result impacts how surveys are conducted. Depending on the type of 
questions asked, a culture/country can appear either more or less 
heterogeneous. For example, if the survey questions ask about present 
behavior, a higher conforming society should appear less heterogeneous. 
However, if questions are hypothetical, a lack of consistency may give 
respondents a variety of possible behaviors, such in a moral context.  
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• The model offers a cautionary note: Depending on the questions asked in a 
survey, a less individualistic society like Japan could appear more 
heterogeneous than a highly individualistic society like the US.  
 
 Hence care must be taken to evaluate the structure or nature of a survey 
with respect to the cultural signature of the population being sampled. The 
results also impact the analysis of differences between and within political 
parties, or organizational interests, and why diverse societies may be better 
at problem solving (see Page 2007.) 
 
D. Ritual and Tacit Knowledge  
 
      Tacit knowledge is motivated when an individual wants to conform to a 
social norm in a new context. This knowledge is not declarative, but inferred 
from observing the actions of others. Suppose you are in a line waiting to 
greet a foreign dignitary. Do you bow or so you shake hands? One possible 
strategy is to follow the actions of someone whose dress and mannerisms 
convey familiarity about the proper etiquette. 
 
Tacit beliefs allow agents to acquire knowledge and infer accepted modes of 
behavior in new contexts without fully reasoning about all the consequences 
of their actions.  
 
To begin to model the relation between tacit beliefs and actions, consider 
two binary actions denoted “+” (e.g. shake hands) and “-“ (don’t shake 
hands.)  Let Ki(R(+) indicate that agent I knows rule R+ is the norm, and 
Ki(R-) means the action is against the norm. We can then identify four 
strategies: 
 
        S1 (conservative) Choose action -. (Never shake hands.) 
        S2 (norm abiding) Choose action + if Ki(R+). (Shake hands only if you  
             know it is the norm.) 
       S3 (risk taker) Choose action + if Ki(R-). (Shake hands as long as you 
           don’t know it is against the norm.) 
       S4 (reckless) Choose action + (always shake hands.) 
 
This simple model leads to a set of knowledge predicates about the etiquette 
of “shaking hands”, or any other binary norm. The full analysis takes several 
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other steps, one of the most important being how various agents interact with 
one another (See Gal et al, 2009.) These relations are captured by an 
interaction graph. In the simple etiquette example, the interaction graph is a 
chain where only the behavior of one agent in front of another is considered.  
However, more generally interaction graphs can take many forms, such as a 
covered graph where one individual – the leader – is seen by every on else. 
Alternately the interaction graph can be bipartite, etc. A theorem is proven 
stating that whenever tacit knowledge is governed by underlying principles 
such as global consistency of knowledge, agents have enough information to  
“do the right thing.” 
 
An interesting corollary is related to ritual knowledge. Consider a group 
seated around a fire telling stories. The interaction graph is a ring, where all 
see one another. The sharing of expressions and reaction to the story add 
implicitly knowledge (about the group members). Social norms and aligned 
beliefs emerge very quickly. Thus narratives told and shared by a group 
typically invoke the power of rituals, especially when reinforced by an 
emotional factor (e.g. going to church is a very clear example.) Rituals are 
an important element to belief revision and the formation of strong beliefs 
that can lead to important social movements. 
 
E. Entrenched Knowledge  
 
 When an entire community shares a narrative and that narrative is repeated 
and reinforced every so often by one and all, the underlying story becomes 
entrenched. ( See Doyle, Section III-D for formal definitions.)When a story 
is entrenched in a culture, it will provide a basis for why a decision should 
be considered rational. But, on other occasions, through overconfidence, the 
entrenched beliefs may lead to irrational decisions.  The India-Pakistan 
relationship is replete with entrenched narratives of religion, race and other 
tacit beliefs.  The two sides share a long and contentious history, and ways 
of thinking. Kasturirangan and Raghavan, 2009 show that on the Pakistani 
side, some entrenched beliefs included “we can fight a short  
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Fig 5. the Kashmir region provided the opportunity for two different MURI studies 
(Medin, Kasturirangan.) 
 

sharp war”, “the Hindu has no stomach for a fight”. “the habit of submission 
and servility was engrained in the Indian people (due in part to the caste 
system).” The Pakistani military believed that one of their soldiers equal ten 
of more Indians”. The belief that “the Hindu has no fight in him” drew on 
British, Orientalist conceptions of Indian society and history. 
 
 When the “Rann of Kutch” crisis emerged in 1965 in southern Kashmir, 
Pakistani forces attempted a “limited probe”. India reacted only with mild 
enthusiasm and inadequate force, reinforcing the Pakistanis entrenched 
beliefs.  
 
In retrospect, we see that the incursion did not resolve the Kashmir issues. 
However, in 1965 it is clear that entrenched beliefs about India played a key 
role in the Pakistani actions.  In today’s world, one might recast such beliefs 
as priors in a rational, Bayesian analysis. However, cultural stereotypes 
underlying actions are largely based on entrenched knowledge and decisions 
may entail a high degree of risk, especially if reliance is placed solely on a 
strict Bayesian analysis. 
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F. Case-Based Reasoning  
 
Analogical reasoning is an important tool for individual decision-making, 
and several formal models are available  (e.g. see sections II-A and II-B.) 
Surprisingly, however, little is know about the reasoning precedents in the 
public realm where proposals or positions may be subject to debate and 
where different precedents may compete or clash. A key element in such 
debates is how the problem at hand and the precedents are framed. Of 
special interest is how people of one culture can understand the framing 
process that people from another culture are likely to use (Atran, Axelrod, 
Davis, 2007; Atran and Axelrod, 2008.) Such an understanding embraces 
one’s ability for influencing others. 
 
• Axelrod, Atran and Davis propose a Theory of Case-Base Influence based 
on three concepts; salience, similarity, and compellingness. 
 
Salience: The importance of a case irrespective of the current context. 
 
Similarity: The degree to which one case is seen as providing a useful 
analogy to the other. 
 
Compellingness: The extent to which a current problem is framed to be a 
compelling analog to a known case. 
 
Given the above definitions, the Theory of Case-Based Influence proceeds 
with five premises:  
 
1. Only the single most compelling case will be selected to frame the current problem.   
 
2.The most compelling case will be the one with the highest product of salience and  
similarity.    
 
3.The choice made in a particular situation will be the same (or analogous) choice that  
was made in the most compelling case, provided the outcome of that case was considered
 a success; if the outcome was considered a failure and the choice is binary, then the  
alternative choice will be made.   
 
4.When a person tries to understand how others will frame a problem, the person will use 
his or her own beliefs about what cases the others find salient, and how the others will 
 judge the similarity  between of each of these cases and the current problem.   
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5.When a person tries to influence others, the person will advocate framing the current  
problem on the basis of two criteria.  The person will choose among the cases that that he
 or she believes can be framed to the others in a manner that will support person’s own  
choice, and from among these cases the person will advocate the one that he or she  
believes will be the most compelling to the  others.    
   
The scope of the Theory includes the consideration of “limited rationality”, 
emotion, pseudo-historical cases (e.g. parables, religious examples), culture, 
and competition between policy advocates. To formalize the theory, several 
hypotheses are explicitly stated. One, for example, specifies how a person 
will choose among relevant cases, namely that their framing of the case will 
be deemed influential (hence dependent on that person’s own view of the 
audience.)  Clearly, then, an individual’s own beliefs about the audience are 
a critical factor. (The same point was made in the Narrative workshop 
regarding factors relevant to story-telling.) 
 
In support of the hypotheses, preliminary research has led to several 
observations, such as: 
 
• People are heavily influenced by cases in which they are personally 
involved. 
 
• The case used has high stakes and likely will still have emotional meaning 
for the individual. 
 
• Cases will be seen similar to the current situation if the interacting 
governments are similar to those in the historical example. 
 
Some of these points are considered, using the 1979 Iran hostage crisis or 
Truman’s response to the invasion of South Korea in 1950. 
 
Several suggestions are offered to improve negotiations, including those that 
involve sacred values. An illustrative example bears on cultural differences 
in the compellingness of cases: 
 
         •  The less a decision‐making group (or an individual) relies on  
consequentialist reasoning, the more compelling will be cases involving   
quasi‐historical or religious examples, parables, implied obligations, and  
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inspiration.  Conversely, the more a decision‐making group (or an  
individual) relies on consequentialist reasoning, the more compelling will be
 historical cases.    
 
The applications of this hypothesis include Arabs, Israeli settlers, Iranians,  
and American evangelicals when compared to decision makers from  
mainstream Western societies. For example, appeals by Al Qaeda’s Osama 
Bin Laden or Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmedinejad are typically  
persuasive to their target audiences in these ways.   
  
 
G. Multi-level cellular automata 
 
Cellular automata have been popular in modeling agent interactions such as 
when agents may either cooperate of defect. Their advantage is two fold: (1) 
the rules for interaction are easy to implement in a language-like form and 
(2) the patterns generated as the interactions evolve give a visual picture of 
the state of the system.  
 
• A simple conceptual advance over Wolfram’s early studies (1983) is a 
multi-level cellular automata where quite distinct rules of engagement apply 
at different levels of the system. (Surprisingly, multi-level automata have 
been ignored.) 
 
For example, in the social arena, individuals interact with one another to 
form groups having similar interests (or preferences.) On the next level, the 
groups may compete to gain control of the system as a whole, or to influence 
yet a third level that sets boundaries for group size and behaviors. Such a 
three level system reflects (a) the voter, (b) the parties and (c) the 
overarching federal government.  
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    Fig 6. Top: The three level automata studied. Colored bars at bottom represent 
preference orderings for the agents. Lower: example of possible dynamic behavior. The 
colors indicate percent of the population favoring a preference. 
 
 
 • Three-level automata have very rich behaviors, but are easy to implement 
using language-like rules as constraints (see Koenderink & Richards, 2009) 
 
Given the simplicity for implementation, it is easy to explore the equilibrium 
conditions for a system as complex as a population of voters who align 
beliefs to try to influence decisions at the governmental level. We can also 
model feedback systems, such as replicator dynamics, or history-based 
feedback (e.g. Shamma & Arslan 2005), and Lotka-Voterra population 
dynamics. An interesting property of multi-level cellular automata when 
applied to the socio-political realm is that phase transitions in state (e.g. 
group sizes) appear that mimic those seen in physical systems. This 
observation is potentially important for studying conditions for social unrest 
and upheaval. 
 
H. Network Structure: Regularities 
 
The structure of a network represented by nodes (e.g. individuals) and edges 
between nodes makes explicit the character of how information flows from 
one individual to another, or, alternatively, the similarity among a group of 
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individuals. For even 10 node networks, there are 10,000 varieties; for 12 
nodes, over a billion.  The challenge is to represent the network in such a 
manner such that different classes of networks can be identified, and, even 
more useful is to identify constraints on the different types of networks.  
 
•The L B D representation shows that social networks have properties that 
are distinctive from other non-social networks. Furthermore, the 
representation permits a multi-scale view of a network, allowing for more 
detailed characterization. 
 
The LBD representation is based on indices for leadership (L), bonding (B) 
and diversity of membership (D) , each of which is associated with a 
subgraph “motif” that captures an important aspect of social structures. The 
representation has the power of a scale space analysis which permits local as 
well as global views of the network structure. 

 
 

Figure  7  Illustration of the variability of LBD indices for different  networks. For 
clarity, the raw LBD values have been projected onto the 111 plane (ie normalized by 
the  LBD sum.) The red numbers refer to “social” networks; the green numbers are 
pseudo-trees or artificial (non-social) constructions. The dashed blue line indicates the 
range of Erdos-Renyi  random graphs  of probabilities indicated. ( n= 100.) 

 
Our analysis is based on 20 “social” networks where cognitive information 
is at play, as well as non-social networks such as Erdos-Renyi random 
graphs or the more passive non-cognitive spreading of disease or 
information flow, As mentioned earlier, we see no significant differences in 
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violent versus non-violent social network structures for networks less than 
100 nodes. 
 
In Fig 7, we show one of several regularities of “social networks”, namely 
they all lie above the B = D divider (This is true even when the analysis is 
looking at local structures, such a nodes lying within two edge steps of the 
highlighted node.) The implication of this regularity is that social networks 
tend to balance team bonding and the diversity of members, regardless of 
how dominant the leadership is. (See Page 2007 for arguments.) Not shown 
are regularities associated with network size: for small networks having 100 
nodes or less (roughly) there is one relation between L,B,D, whereas larger 
size networks have a different relation.  This distinction is consistent with a 
suggestions by Dunbar, and curiously is roughly the point for the size of a 
face-book site – i.e. the rough maximum number of friends one individual 
will interact with at least on a semi-regular basis. 
 
• The work suggests at least three stages in network formation: (1) the initial 
tight group (of about 12 or so (2) the set of friends (100 –150) and (3) the 
larger network (300 – 1000) where club memberships, etc come into play.  
 
Future work will identify properties special to networks of 10,000 or more 
individuals (e.g. governments, etc.) 
  
 
III Formal Models 
 
A.  Infinite Block Model 
 
       A long-standing problem has been to group data into similar categories. 
This ability is needed to analyze relations between individuals, their beliefs, 
their objectives and goals, etc., such as when an anthropologist gathers 
information about a community and its culture. For example, which groups 
of people have similar interests?  What are these interests (especially shared 
beliefs)? How many distinctive groups are there? What cultural factors are 
underlying the groupings? 
 
• The infinite block model, especially the CrossCat version, is one of the 
most advanced data classification methods available. (Kemp & Tenenbaum, 
2008.) 
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Fig. 8. The lower panels show “unscrambled” feature relations obtained by using the 
infinite block model algorithm. Above are the graphical forms derived from the block 
model outputs. 
 
 
The data are typically a set of n unordered and ungrouped collection of 
elements (individuals, features, objects, etc.), with a binary value assigned to 
pairs indicating whether or not there is a relation between the two members 
of the pair. (This relation could be directed.)  A simple visual depiction of 
these data would be an n x n grid (as in Fig 8), with elements of the grid 
either filled (black) or not. The array would look very random, unlike those 
above. The task is to shuffle the rows and columns of the grid until 
clustering is optimized, creating so-called “blocks” in the final array. The 
“blocks” reveal which elements belong together.  These “blocks” can then 
be re-represented as a graph (upper portion of Fig 8.) CrossCat is a k-
dimensional version, recovering multiple dimensions of groupings. 
 
The latest Tenenbaum-Kemp model underlying the algorithm differs from 
earlier block models in the use of priors on the general form of the classes 
(e.g, perhaps hierarchical trees, perhaps bipartite, perhaps scale-free….etc.) 
This allow for sharper, more robust cuts through the data. Furthermore, 
multiple views of complex data sets become more interesting, because 
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different views might have different priors on model forms. An example 
would be the segmentation of groups in a Guatemalan community, where 
individual roles differ, or where beliefs about the forest come into play, or 
the relations between individuals and forest attributes. Similarly, the model 
could be used to categorize the principal differences among Palestinian (or 
Israeli) groups, and their beliefs and concerns. This framework avoids 
categorizations based on a reader’s intuitions or subjective interpretation of 
the data because the segmentation automatically optimizes the grouping to 
give a maximum aposteriori solution. 
 
 
B. Moral Reasoning 
 
Stories often are used to convey moral dilemmas – choices that may have 
different moral perceptions in a culture. (see II-A, II-B). Mikhail has 
analyzed twelve versions of the classic “Trolley Problem”, each of which 
presents a choice between an intentional homicide of one person to save 
many, or no action in which case many lives will be lost.  These situations 
are analyzed from the viewpoint of an “intuitive lawyer” – one who 
possesses tacit knowledge of a rich variety of legal rules. (See section I-B 
for arguments that the law codifies moral or immoral acts in a culture.) 
Underlying the analysis are six deontic rules and several definitions, which 
underlie the formalization of a moral grammar. 
 
• A key principle is the Double Effect. This principle distinguishes directly 
targeting individuals with harm from knowingly inflicting harm on 
individuals as an unavoidable by-product. 
 
To illustrate, we summarize here four of twelve situations where an 
uncontrolled train is rushing toward five (unaware) men, who won’t be able 
to get off the track in time. However, there is a side-track between the men 
and the train, and a switch can be thrown to divert the train. But in this case, 
one person, who also does not see the oncoming train, will be killed. 
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Fig. 9. Grammars capturing different version of the “Trolley Problem” (Mikhail, 2010.) 
 
Four situations are illustrated in Fig 9. In the upper left, Hank is merely a 
bystander, and throwing the switch is a morally permissible act. A similar 
situation is in the upper right, but in this case, Mark knows and detests the 
man on the side-track. Throwing the switch is thus morally forbidden.  In the 
loop track situation, throwing the switch will divert the train to a temporary 
side-track, which returns to the main line before the location of the five men. 
Throwing the switch will still lead to one man’s death, but in the process the 
train will be slowed down, giving time for the five men to get out of danger. 
Again, Ned is morally forbidden from throwing the switch. Finally, on the 
side-track loop there is a man standing in front of a heavy object, which will 
slow the train and thus give the five men time to get out of the way when the 
train returns to the main line. Throwing the switch is permissible. 
 
• The relation between the moral outcomes and the geometry (i.e. the 
grammar) in the above figure depends on the mean-ends relations, and the 
particulars of the side effects.  
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A detailed analysis is given in Mikhail, 2010.  This is the most complete 
treatment of the (perhaps unconscious) cognitive processes involved in 
moral judgments. 
 
• Postulating latent or tacit knowledge of fundamental legal conceptions can 
provide a formal basis for explaining a wide range of moral intuitions.  
 
• Clearly, because the laws codified in a culture may differ, so may the 
permissible acts when analyzed by the grammar (e.g. see Section I-B) 
 
The full paper constructs and refines 26 distinct moral probes that 
systematically vary in their more salient features, such as act-omission, 
means-side effect, cost benefit, and magnitude, utility and necessity of a 
given risk. These set the stage for future behavioral and neurocognitive 
studies. 
 
 
C.  Manipulating Beliefs  
 
“Mechanism design” addresses how a social planner can design a framework 
to make policy decision based on messages from a population of agents. The 
aim is to derive rules that encourage agents to report truthful messages, and 
consequently lead to effective policy decisions for the social structure. 
 
A number of studies have explored how beliefs (or bartering or information) 
propagate through a network. How can a social planner control such 
propagation?  Mechanism design is a framework for formulating policy 
decision based on solicited messages from a population of agents. Rules are 
derived that give agents incentives to report truthful messages, thus ensuring 
effective policy decisions. Several issues emerge. These include the 
robustness of the policy framework, uncertainties in the network model 
linking agents, adversarial planners, and the underlying endogenous 
dynamics, especially when the environment is evolving.  
 
These questions can be answered in part by methods of feedback control 
(Shamma & Arslan, 2007;  Chasparis & Shamma, 2009). The approach is to 
augment an agent’s decision at each time step by including the history of the 
probability distribution of possible strategies at that time step. In other 
words, the agent evaluates changes in the potential successes of the various 
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strategies. This inclusion introduces a dynamic that is akin to a myopic 
forecast that captures recent trends. Typically such forecasts would be used 
to stabilize outcomes to encourage convergence to an equilibrium. Here 
however, the goal is to move the system to a desired equilibrium – which is 
one of many possible. (See Pfeffer & Gal, section III-E for related studies.) 
 
• Theorems establish stability and convergence properties under dynamic 
reinforcement. 
 
• Not all Nash equilibrium may be stable (Some equilibria may be 
destabilized.) Hence there is an equilibrium selection device. 
 
This work includes examples showing equilibrium selection for several 2x2 
coordination games. The theme is extended to show how efficient networks 
can be found (i.e. the flow of benefits, for example) In these studies, 
solutions are found with agents having only local views of the network. 
 
 
D.  Belief Revision  
 
Belief change lies at the heart of persuasion, negotiation and even how we 
revise frameworks for knowledge. Involved are desires, preferences, 
intentions, motives, habits, logic – to name a few relevant factors. The 
framework understudy by Doyle (2010) focuses on how logical and 
economic rationality is limited by structural or informational properties of 
the behavior.  
 
•The novel insight in the formalization of belief change is a mapping to the 
concepts of mechanics. 
 
Mechanics is based on forces that act on masses to change position (or 
distort the mass, etc.) The mass constitutes the portion of memory and  
configuration information that persists independently of motion.  The 
(rough) mapping from mechanics to individual beliefs (or groups) is to allow 
types of individuals (i.e. different types of masses). The “state” of an 
individual (or group) is its location and velocity in a multi-dimensional 
space of properties such as preferences, desires, intentions, etc. Within this 
formulation one can invoke operations on states, for example, testing for 
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logical consistency and closure. A notion of coherence is defined by 
definitions of consistency and closure. 
 
To capture the important distinction between sacred (or moral) beliefs and 
utilitarian (secular) beliefs, Doyle places partial orders on preferences for 
states. A simple example would be the reason  A \\ B ||- C \\ D expresses the 
preference ABCD < ABCD   < ABCD   for these three configurations. These 
orders can be augmented to include contexts.  
 
Belief change is divided into two parts: motivated and accommodative. The 
motivated part specifies the properties required of the resultant belief state 
(Alchourr’on, Gardenfors and Makinson (AGM) which specify eight logical 
axioms that characterize the notion of revision – see table insert.); the 
accommodative part are changes needed to transform the motivated changes 
into an admissible mental configuration.   
 
•An important step beyond the AGM formulation is the introduction of the 
notion of maximal preferred rational contraction.  A definition of an 
informationally monotone preference order is given, which than can be 
shown to lead to a rational choice contract, consistent with the AGM 
axioms.  
 
 
 ( −1) A  − a is a theory whenever A is                         (closure)  
 
(−2) A  − a ⊆ A                                                          (inclusion)  
 
( −3) If a / ∈ Cn(A), then A . − a = A                            (vacuity)  
 
( −4) If ̸⊢ a, then a / ∈ Cn(A . − a)                                (success)  
 
(−5) If ⊢ a ↔ b, then A . − a = A . − b                          (equivalence)  
( −6) A ⊆ Cn((A .− a) + a) whenever A is a theory         (recovery)  
 
( −7) (A . − a) ∩ (A . − b) ⊆ A . − (a ∧ b) whenever A is a theory      
 
( −8) If a / ∈ A . − (a ∧ b), then A . − (a ∧ b) ⊆ A . − a whenever A is a theory  
 
These axioms mainly state fairly intuitive conditions, for example, that A .  
− a is always included in A ( .−2); that contraction leaves A unchanged if a / ∈ Cn(A) ( . 
−3); that the contraction omits a as long as . −4); that contractions by equivalent 
statements yield the same result ( −5); and that adding a to the result of contracting by a 
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only yields conclusions present prior to the contraction ( . −6).  
 
Alchourr ´ on, Gardenfors, and Makinson also present eight axioms paralleling these that 
characterize the notion of revision, and show that the two sets of axioms are equivalent 
when connected by the Levi identity. They also show that these axioms are satisfied by 
a number of forms of belief revision.  
 
Although the link between mechanics and logics may seem weak, it is useful 
to note that the Multicellular Automata framework proposed by Koenderink  
& Richards is equipped to handle exactly this type of information, and to 
explore equilibrium states. Note also that Doyle’s approach complements 
that of Bednar and Page’s treatment of conformity and diversity. Also, it 
provides a formal definition of entrenchment. Lastly, there a potential link to 
Pfeffer and Gal’s proposal for “Wcll-Distinguished Strategies” that are 
based on informationally relevant choices. 
 
E.  Patterns of Strategic Reasoning  
 
Negotiations or competitions require reasoning about another person’s 
(agent’s) likely decision. Clearly the reasoning process will depend upon the 
strategies in play. One obvious pattern for reasoning would be tit-for-tat, 
another would be to evaluate maximum expected utility, as in classical pay-
off games. However, another quite different strategy (more like poker 
perhaps) would involve revealing information that might influence the 
opponent’s behavior.  For this last situation, it is possible to identify all 
possible reasoning patterns in a two person game. (Extensions to multi-agent 
play however can be made.) 
 
Earlier, we provided evidence (from colored trail experiments) that greater 
benefits to plays occur when preferences are revealed by providing 
information to opponents. In the absence of revelation approaches, one 
would simply compute behaviors / actions based on various strategies such 
as “best response” or “Nash equilibrium” (See Page & Golman, 2009 for an 
analysis of equilibrium conditions in these and similar situations.) The 
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Fig. 10. The second of four possible reasoning patterns in a two-person game. (Pfeffer & 
Gal, 2008.) 
 
alternate proposed here is that a player (agent1) understands that their 
actions can influence another’s decisions (agent2) and thus will strive to 
choose actions that lead the opponent (agent 2) to react in the best way 
possible for the first player (agent1.) Surprisingly, if the second agent pays 
attention to the first agent’s actions, then only four reasoning patterns need 
to be considered. Each characterizes a situation in which one agent cares 
about its decision and will use information available to help make the best  
decision. (The use of such information that distinguishes among actions is 
called a “well-distinguished” or “WD” strategy.)  These patterns can be cast 
in terms of a multi-agent influence diagram (MAID.) In Fig. 10, a box is a 
decision Di for an agent, a diamond is the utility or payoff Ui. In the more 
complex patterns, a circle is used to indicate variables such as additional 
information about the context that may or may not be revealed. The proof 
that these four patterns are complete is given in Pfeffer& Gal, 2008) 
 
In multi-agent games where one of the players is the computer, it is possible 
to determine which of the four reasoning patterns (i.e. strategies) a player 
chooses and whether this is optimal given the programmed strategy of the 
computer agent. Experiments show that the WD strategies underlying the 
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reasoning patterns can outperform Nash (see Color Trails section.) Note that 
at the heart of this work is how the agent updates beliefs, given the actions 
of another. 
 
A related effort is the representation of networks of influence diagrams 
(NID) for reasoning about agent’s beliefs and decisions. These graphical 
structures are recursive, so that the mental model for one agent may contain 
mental models of other agents, such as in a multi-agent game. Each mental 
model is a NID is constructed using acyclic Bayes nets (Pearl, 1988) and 
MAIDs such as those shown in Fig 10.  The formalism is powerful enough 
to use logic to collapse redundant edges in the NID, thus isolating the factors 
that constrain outcomes. An important theorem states that “ Every Bayesian 
game can be represented by an equivalent NID whose size is linear in the 
size of the Bayesian game.” Hence NIDs are more compact than Bayesian 
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